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Have you ever needed to replace your tennis strings and had no idea which ones to choose? You

look online or at sports stores and don't even know where to start?With over 700 tennis strings on

the market, the string selection process can be daunting.Well, you are not alone. And fortunately,

selecting tennis strings is actually a simple and straightforward process.Once you learn the main

differences between tennis strings, selecting tennis strings will be as simple as reading the

package.Not too long ago, I had little idea of how tennis strings affected my tennis game. And the

interesting part is that I am an experienced tennis player who has played the game my entire

life.After spending money on restringing every other week and having no idea how to limit my string

costs, I decided to learn as much as I could on tennis strings and how to use them to my

advantage.I eventually found the topic so interesting that I decided to take the Certified Stringer

exam with the United States Racquet Stringer's Association to demonstrate my

knowledge.Fortunately, I passed the exam and am now a Certified Stringer based in Frisco, TX. I

enjoy stringing so much that I now operate my own stringing shop where I help clients pick the right

string for their game.The point is that it is not difficult to learn about tennis strings.I want you to

never have to be dependent on a store employee or shop owner again when selecting tennis

strings.As a stringer and coach, I have seen firsthand adult and junior players significantly improve

their game simply by changing their racketâ€™s string setup. I want you to take your game as far as

it can go and learning about the strings on your racket will help you do that.Tennis strings are

simple. In this brief book, I will teach you everything you need to know to go forward and select the

best string for your needs.Click "Buy Now" to get started learning about tennis strings today.
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This booklet is one of the best (perhaps the best) overview of tennis racquet stringing out there. It is

concise and to the point, avoiding much of the non-sensical marketing hype ("great control, power,

spin and feel") out there. I began stringing my racquets several years back and had to learn by trial

and error how to do so effectively. This booklet is most useful to players who may not string their

own racquet but need a way to assess, select and communicate their stringing preferences.

OMG I learned more about tennis racquet strings from this book than I have learned in 40 years of

playing tennis. It's a concise read that is very informative. My next restringing I will try a co-poly 16

tensioned at 55 and can't wait to feel the difference. Finally I can make educated adjustments to

help improve my game. Too bad the olympics are over. Look out 2020 here I come.
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